
“Basket Case”

Instructor: Megan Shein

Class Skill Level: Beginner to Intermediate

Hello Fabric Friends!

Basket Case is a jelly roll friendly pattern. This quilt has a great design but is easy to
assemble. A beginner or veteran quilter will enjoy making this quilt.

Class Supplies:

∙Basket Case pattern ( required)

∙6 ½” x 24 ½” ruler

∙Fabrics

∙Sewing machine, manual,  foot pedal and cords

∙Neutral thread

∙Pins

∙scissors

∙Rotary cutter and cutting mat

∙Pen/pencil

∙Best Press ( recommended)

∙Iron and ironing surface ( optional)

∙Sewing clips ( optional)

∙Be sure you have the means to sew an accurate ¼ inch seam allowance. It is
the key to

accurate piecing.



Fabric Selection

This is a jelly roll friendly class or you may cut 2 ½” strips x width of fabric from your
stash. You will also need background fabric. When choosing your strips, make sure that
you have contrast between the two strips you will use in a block and contrast for the
background. Fabrics can be seasonal. I personally would avoid large-scale prints ( and
you know I LOVE large-scale prints). Please refer to your pattern for yardage needs,
depending on the size of the quilt you want to make.

Cutting Instructions Prior to Class

Please precut your background fabric prior to coming to class. Please pair 2 of your 2
½” x WOF strips,  we can subcut in class. If you feel comfortable precutting your strips,
you may do so. I find it easier to pin the pairs together or you can use the Sewing Clips
if you have them. Make sure there is contrast between the 2 ½” strips in order to get the
weaving visual.

ORGANIZATION IS KEY TO THIS PROJECT! Please bring sticky notes to attach to the
pieces you cut, so you can quickly determine the sizes of the pieces you will cut.

Bring your normal sewing supplies that include your sewing machine, neutral thread,
pins, rotary cutter, a  small cutting mat, and pencil, I used my 6 ½” x 24 ½” ruler. I also
used a smaller ruler to cut 2 ½” squares. This can be done on the larger ruler too, just
easier for me to handle for cutting smaller pieces.

A few housekeeping items:

∙Please park in from of Quilt Patch and in the church parking lot. Please do not park to the
right of the far class room window. Those spaces are reserved for AAA Sewing and we want
to be good neighbors.

∙Quilt Patch Fabrics opens at 10:00 am. Please have your sewing machine and work station
set up by 10:30 am

∙All personal items ( bags, purses, etc) need to be stored under your table, not lining the
walls This is a safety issue, especially when we have a full class.

∙You are welcome to bring your bagged lunch

∙All drinks must be in spill-proof containers.

Please feel free to reach out to me at sheinmm@gmail.com or text me at 704 771-9883.
Please include your name and the class you are enrolled in. I am so happy that you chose to
take this class, and I look forward to seeing the beautiful quilts you will be creating!!!

See you soon,

Megan


